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ABSTRACT
Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) systems are a promising type of energy generation method that convert heat
into electricity via thermal radiation. TPV has potential to benefit the economy, the energy sector, and the
environment by converting waste heat from other power generation methods into electricity. Simulations
of these systems can play a key role in designing TPV systems and validating their experimental
performance. Current simulation tools can model important aspects of TPV systems fairly accurately, but
generally make certain simplifying assumptions that are challenging to reproduce in experiments.
Developing a simulation tool that accurately captures thermal emission and reflection in complex, realistic
geometries will facilitate understanding and further development of TPV systems. An existing tool
developed at Purdue, known as TPVtest, has now been modified and streamlined to create a new tool,
TPVexpt, to help achieve this goal. New features in TPVexpt include: (1) the input of shunt and series
resistance of a PV cell and consideration of the associated losses when calculating power output; and (2)
the input of arbitrary size and position rectangular heater, emitter, and PV diode for view factor
calculations to accurately model radiative heat transfer. TPVexpt combines an accessible GUI with TPV
analysis that accounts for thermal non-idealities and realistic geometries to produce more accurate power
and efficiency predictions for TPV systems. Finally, TPVexpt has been partially validated against realworld TPV experiments up to 800 °C; additional work is needed here to verify the generality of this
approach, and to aid current and future researchers in advancing TPV technology.
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